
Successful online program
implementation requires
dedication, transparency, and
accountability.

Gain consensus by including 
all training team members
(training, admin, and technical
staff). Solicit their input and
value their feedback.

Support the team in
transforming their vision 
into a program framework.
Evaluate potential challenges
and obstacles.

PROMOTE

ACCOUNTABILITY ORGANIZE A TEAM

What is their
ideal online
learning
environment?

What help will
they need in the
transition to
online learning?

Help leaders recognize the value
of online learning. Develop a
strategy for addressing the issues
and concerns of skeptics.

Support your argument by
providing case studies from
government agencies who
have successfully
implemented online learning.

TALK TO YOUR

LEARNERS PREPARE LEADERSHIP

Test drive online
learning by launching
a popular face-to-face
course.

Measure the
effectiveness and
efficiency of your pilot
to demonstrate
viability.

Use the data to inform
instruction, improve
learning outcomes,
and increase agency
impact.

You’ve arrived at
your destination, a
successful strategy
for online learning.

ARRIVE AT 

THE FINISH LINE

LAUNCH A

PILOT MEASURE SUCCESS

Start implementing
an online program
by understanding
your current state.

How much are
you spending
today on travel
and face-to-face
training?

How will online learning
benefit your agency?
 
What is the future state
of your online programs?

What business problem will
online learning solve?
 
Conduct a SWOT analysis and
build a plan.

CREATE A BUSINESS PLANDRIVE SUCCESS
FINANCIAL

PROOF

Where can you save money, time, and
resources? Compare your current
costs (staff, technology, support, and
training) to the costs of launching a
hybrid or entirely online approach?

Use financial proof
points and market
data to demonstrate
online viability

Motivate leaders to
fuel your online
program with their
time, budget, and
resources

Who will “own” the
online initiative?
How dedicated are
they to driving
success?

DESIGNATE A

LEADERGAIN COMMITMENTSAVE MONEY

Don’t let details detour team
members. Stay focused on the
destination, not the map. Some
road hazards may cause you to
recalculate the route.

Can your technology
infrastructure
support online
learning?

RECOGNIZE YOUR

PROGRAM NEEDSSTAY FOCUSED

What are their
training gaps?
 
Do they need
upskilling?

IDENTIFY

YOUR STAFF

NEEDS

What is your
budget?
 
Is your budget
flexible?

A ROADMAP TO ONLINE LEARNING
Government agencies can save time and money with a well-planned,

online learning strategy
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